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African American Museum Explores Complex History
Americans in society is displayed.
Walking further into the exhibit patrons can recognize
With thousands of visitors pouring in daily, it is safe to
say that the National Museum of African American History and the theme of “Making A Way Out Of No Way” visible on the
Culture has been extremely successful after its grand opening to walls and displays.
The theme, combined with the displays, highlights the
the public.
This is the only museum in the nation exclu- message that Africans Americans figures shown in the museum
sively dedicated to the documentation of African Ameri- had to overcome obstacles and break down barriers to achieve
can history and culture. The modern and interactive muse- the success they had. One of the many highlights of this exhibit
um allows patrons to view the different that make up the is the “Issues On The Table” area that allows visitors to sit
culture of African Americans and educate them on how down at a large round table to write down on a piece of
African Americans have contributed to American history. paper and submit issues that are in their communities and/ or
families.
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learn Step dance
The walls are
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instructors that are displayed on a large screen and prac- decorated with quotes from the iconic artists of black culture and
tice their moves on the sensored mat on the floor. various articles of clothing are on display showing the diversity
Next to the Step Show there is a Hip Hop Media center, and complexity with the the culture In the middle of the exhibit,
a vibrant and live section filled with photographs of patrons get to stand between to large screens and view live conold hip hop icons, hip hop style clothing and small certs of memorable artists from the past, such as Bob Marley,
screens that show past interviews of hip hop artists. Prince, Michael Jackson and many more.
In the back of the exhibit, visitors get to experience
Larger screens are placed along the back wall of
the exhibit and each screen displays different inventions what it would have been like to have been in an old record shop
created by African Americans for visitors to click on to learn and play DJ by selecting albums to play on the large tablet in the
more about. Lastly, in a room adjacent to these activities, is middle of the room.
The National Museum of African American History
the “Explore Your Family History” section that patrons can
enter to research more about their ancestry or apply to work and Culture has achieved unprecedented success in the past
two years and continues to be celebrated on various outlets.
with the museum to learn more about their roots.
The museum is located in Washington D.C. and is
To delve further into the breakthroughs and impact
African Americans have had in American history, visitors can open Monday through Sunday at 10 am to 5:30 pm. People are
allowed to walk in and purchase a ticket or pass on the same
explore the Community Gallery on the third floor.
The maze of knowledge covers all areas from day they are visiting, however, those passes sell out rapidly.
The prices for individual and group passes are not
African Americans rise in sports to the development of black
posted on the museum’s online website until tickets become
owned businesses of the past.
When entering this gallery the visitors’ eyes are drawn available, so those who wish to visit must act quickly or plan a
to the several screens on a grand wall, each of which an influential month in advance.
leader in the movement towards the progression of African
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Cricket Team Enjoys Strengthening Skills
By Jason Chen ’19 and Daniel Contreras ’19

as a fielder is fun too,” said Vice captain, Waleed Sittar ’19.
Mohammad Kanoongo ’18 said he enjoys cricket as
it tests his stamina and endurance. “It’s a team game which
makes it more interesting and engaging.”
Mohammad Mahmud ’18 said, “Cricket is fun because I
enjoy batting and trying to score as many runs as I can. My
favorite part is going onto the pitch and trying to help the team win.”
Although the members have fun playing, there are
also some downside so one of the major downsides is losing.
Kanoongo said. “My least favorite part is
when we lose and players don’t step up
or take responsibility of their mistake.”
Sittar agreed as he said he despises going
out of the play out rounds. However, the team
stands by the progress they’ve made.
Kanoongo said, “This season
shows we’ve improved over the course
of the year but we still have mprovements
to make. Teamwork and chemistry are
getting stronger.”
This is due to the strong talent
pool the team possess which hosts a
wide range of strengths which helps the
team and overall makes it a formidable foe.
So far, the Hornets have a record
of 4-7.
		
Sittar said this season has been better
compared to the previous, however, there
still is room for major improvements, and
they could have played better.
Although
the
Hornets
haven’t
had
the
The cricket team steps away from pitch after
greatest season, there was improvement.
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Eleven players surround the pitch, excitement fills
the air. A ball rushes through the air after its thrown. Crack!
The ball smashes against the bat as the batter dashes to score.
Although cricket is a relatively unpopular sport in
the United States, it has amassed a large following throughout the world. Unfortunately, due to the small following in American many forget about the Boys Cricket team.
The team is managed by Coach Mr. Michael Moore.

strenuous season.

The team practices at Marine Park three times per week.
The sport requires eleven players on the field from
team. The line up consist mostly of pitcher and batsmen.
The main objective of the game is to win the most runs while
minimizing the opponents. Overall there are many ups and
downs throughout the game, until one side emerges victorious.
“My favorite part of the game is the thrill of hitting
great shots off the bat or getting batsmen out. Making great plays

Boys Handball Aces
Opponents
By Willis Wong ’19

The warm winds blew across the field as the Hornets
got ready to play their match against Staten Island
Tech. After fighting hard to get into the playoffs, the Midwood
handball team was ready to play their best.
At Midwood Field on May 15, 2:40 PM, the Hornets
warmed up with quick practice matches and volleys.
“The weather report said today had bad weather,” team
member Mohammed Hamza ’19 said during warmups. “I’m
worried that the strong winds and rain will cut into our game in
the later half.”
Although the forecast did predict inclement weather,
both of the teams played intensely. However, near the end of
the last handball match, fast winds approached the court and
dark clouds rolled over the sky. The wind blew the nearby
trees’ pollen everywhere.
While most of the players were sneezing and wiping
their tearing eyes, they quickly finished up the game and
Midwood was given the victory.
“Honestly, we should’ve postponed the game,”
member David Ng Wu ’19 recaps briefly. “Basically everyone
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Seniors ended their final season with a
record of 8-2.
was having allergic reactions, and the weather was pretty bad
anyways.”
On May 18, the Hornets had another game against
Bronx Science High School, at their home location.
The singles games went first, starting out with
player Timothy Mei ’18, followed up by Eddie Xu ’18.
After the singles were doubles, where two teams
of two players would compete against each other. The
first doubles round had Wilson Lu ’19 and Lei Bin Li ’18,
followed by the second and final round with Oran Chak
’18 and Phillip Cen ’19. Both of these games were wins.
“The second doubles round was really cool,” Ng Wu
said. “It ended with a quick kill, which is pretty hard to pull off.”
A kill shot in handball is when the player hits the ball
so low that the opponent cannot return the ball after it has hit
the wall. Using this technique, the duo of Chak and Cen were
able to stand victorious above the Bronx Science players.
As the players were finishing up their last handball
match, the Bronx Science coach offered another game, which
the Hornets accepted. This game was played by Jared
Hwee ’19; however, it was a loss.
The Hornets ended their season with an 8-2 score.
“Even if we won the best of five set, we might as
well get some extra practice,” player Jian Weng ’19 said. “It
always helps to play more games.”

ANNOUCEMENTS
June 11- Last Day of
Classes
June 15- Prom/Eid
al-Fitr/no classes
June 22- Graduation
June 25- Regular
School Day
June 26- Report
Cards and Last Day
of School

